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Statement ty  t ht   -freo ut 1 ve Diro-tor at the  first  session of the 
Ii.iuiitrlul !H;vwl«,.pgifnt Be-ard 

1 ' í!!'*   'lí'ilr.   •  • ••od   '     vit, ar«î fili   ti.o distinguished   representatives 

gathered  here today,   r;y   .vnm^ot  «r-ir.^e un   thi::   important ^ocasión.    The convening 

of  th*>  first ¡.» ¡.rtluii    T  H,<    I .iJu;;tria]   ¡»evclopmctit Board  marks  a new and most 

ffK'utii'a^itv ìoginnirv   }N.t   ti   • t'nlU-d  Mat iono.   lovoiopnent  »-ffortg through the 

promotion of -u:eel.-rat«,i   iodmîtrialization.     The  significance of this seasion 

Is   further .-nhanofd h y   the  fact   tht     It, the   -e-rae of it  the Board will be laying 

t h*- orcundwork ai «1 tit»    has lo  ¿uhieUne»  i"r.r effective action  in pursuance of the 

purposes  a**t out  iv  tho- >>nera.l A a semt by   when  it decided to establish the United 

Nations   Industrial Do velopcwnt organization. 

Lo fat-log the task«    f ita first  session the Board has before it a long 

•u.d  heavy agenda.     While the  issuer» may not   he all new,  laany of the items on 

the  .-venda are  iik* ly   U    -cme   u.h-r <«xami;,at Ion  in the li^ht of the Boards 

brood rouporiüitUlti*-«   it: thf  fi.4d of  industry and the roneved  emphasis on 

lr.tftifiifi.-d itoti..r, which   led   n   the  estât I i stimmet  of 'j?rtDC . 

5.       Indeed,  th..-re will  uii-.o  ì .- rhe realiza! ion that  the establishment of UNUX) - 

-•no. -unvint?. »ui  it may  ».    rc.r th.   aspirati >ns of   the developing countries - was 

tw_,t   a ,- *U  ii, itaelf tut  ai¡  Inatrutm-nt towards much needed arid hoped for action. 

Tim«,   tlu   tusk  is .lur.t   t .yinnine; a rreat d**al « f work and  resources will be 

nt-.'ded H; accomplish  thf roalo  òr whi -h the "rganization has been established. 

It    l.-. important that   u <   instruise.-1  should  not obscure the goals and that success 

it    fon-ally ereat Ing the .machinery .nould nut detract from the efforts to develop 

and   .;:•«•   it   -f ft-ctively. 

^'       1 ,u   !,(t   tnt.-rxi t..    ä into the particulars of every  item listed on the 

•ir-iHla,   wl loi   the  h.uni   will   examine  ir¡   •onnexion with the   specific documentation 

:oa,!nittod  l,, ,.«,.,.   -ase.     hn, ,;d a «crural n view of Home basic   issues,   it is my 

¡otorith.j,,  Mr.   rrfiîidont,  to  limit ioy  comments to those matters  which are related 

* •    *h.   ou,n r Molda of aetf.it>  of UNID,  th»- harmonization of the industrial 

'•"hl11"1   l r {ht' !'! !t* l!   N: t k ' - '!.vtit.'it  ,,f organisations,   and  certain specific 

'   ' ' ' u '"'•     a,,t   '1S   "'   bohiln,-  > t' th.-   International  Symposium on  Induatrial 

•'•l-i •*! '   '»i.d   '•)•••• :ïtiit lhdijü.-nt of 'HJUX        endquarters. 
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hiitai-llühment of UNIDO head quarters 

Item >.t (f the ufrendu relûtes to the    -.tat liahment «-f líNlííf   headquarters 

which l y decision of the ùtneral Assembly ar»»  t.. be  located   m Vienna.     Th< 

Austrian Government ha» Verni mist generous in  its offer to build,   at their own 

expense,  permanent  headquarters  buildings arri conference faci lit i en  for UNIDO. 

These would be erected In the Danube Park area of Vienna and form the beginning 

of an "international, city".  I  consider it tn act of statecntnahip and visior. on the 

part of the Austrian authorities to propose the creation of such an international 

complex of facilitiefi in the heart of Europe;   its existence will be a major 

contribution to international understanding based on practical co-operation in 

fields which are becoaing increasingly important for all humanity. 

6. The Board has before it the specific report on the negotiations conducted with 

the Government of Austria as well as the details of the arrangements contemplated 

for the temporary headquarters of UNIDO.    I wish to express here particularly my 

gratitude for the help and ready co-operation which we received from the Austrian 

authorities.    This spirit of co-operation has made it possible to achieve early 

results in a relatively short period of time and in accordance with the decires 

of the General Assembly to have this matter dealt with at the first  session 

of the Board.    I am most grateful in particular to H.E. Dr.  Carl Bobleter,  the 

Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs of the Austrian Government who is with 

us today and who,  as a member of the Austrian Government, is in charge of the 
negotiations with UNIDO. 

Harmonization and co-ordination of activities 

7. Under agenda items 5 and 11,  the Board has before it comprehensive 

information on the full spectrum of activities carried out by the United Nations 

system of organizations in the field of industrial development.    In the light of 

the Board's over-all policy responsibilities and its central role for 

co-ordinating all the activities of the United Nations System in this field, 

it may be open to question vfrether patterns of reporting which have been developed 

in different circumstances should be retained or whether a pattern more 

appropriate for examination by the Board needs to be developed.    In particular, 

there may be a need for closer analysis of activities by individual branches 
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I'    iî.iustr '     '4'    r'      •"-•l'I.     '••     !',    .,•;    '.       1,  -li    viti     th«      Sp. •• ¡ fi.-    p:'i.l   l(l:.;¡   m;    ffey 

1 •      "   '       a' ' '     f '  •      - '   ¡ '      '       •-'   >-      ¡f1   l £l;- 1"    ,  M.;i • L I;,- •;;    n(  t    c I 1 v    wi 11, 

'i     .'ii'W   U     I.Thx,      -i.i.    m:ite-       . -.rtil^-lt lot.    I:¡*    Ml ;i;,    u    way    (f    r ,'-tfTH fl 1 .   tllf'    lh( 

n»'1 i viti-,;  :>   ii.-i L . ¡.!•„•,!   :,,',.„ t   :    vi f H •,  ai.   L ut - -prat od   approach   ir,     rder  t< 

In-rease  their eft !-.•• i vfri>-;-,j ut u  .".."•-.•ili   impact. 

A'   4h"  ri.-p.'t.r   i -«'• Lt>..-  • f  t¡.    :.,;,,    .tiv,    .    entail- .    ri'  U*    »e,-   . • n L  PC   r   •;;.• 

'''••••'«    ' :;   Lt   wt.i.-f,  *}it.  spaiali red   vnof-s  also participated,   it  va';  u. visaped 

nut   U,e ..i(.^  relatif dip t , tve-. :   mil,.,   ft,-  regional   eeonoi.de  eurmissiu.s  und 

appropriate specialis! aúneles  srlUld  be built on the basis  tf specif1-   induotriai 

developrent projects  ir, order to achieve  the maximum  impact  un  the countries 

concerned.     The development  of spe^ifi^  naehinei,  and  procedure;  for ee-ordinaticn 

air.onc lie  various  organizations of  the United   -Tatlonc   s^fem  ir:  the  field  of 

industrial development should pre ,-eod gradually on the basir; , f the cumulative 

experience derived   from practical undertakes of cordon  interest and brood 

co-operative efforts  such as thoso   undertaker  in connexion with the Regional 

:;yrr.pocia ar d  the  International :'i)ITip, slum Oí:  Industrial Development. 

V.       Joint ..fiortr,   u   deal with  the mutici led aspects  of  industrialisation 

are continuously broadened  in the search  of adequate solutions   i>   speeifi^ 

problems,     .ione tine   aPe we  ciarte    „-, ra, i ,,!t1   ^Mvifies   for   w,   pr ,,of loii 

of export-oriented   industri«  in countries  requesting assistance in this area. 

:unee  then UND'TAD has  beerte associated   in this  work,   in respect  t.(   it« over-all 

responsitilities   r. ,r the promotion of exports oí' nanufaetured and  semi-manufactured 

t;oods,   and  it  is  nov l< sloping into a joint effort by  several Uni tea  Nation, 

organisations. 

10.     Among recent dovei,.jument,,  the Asian  Industrial Development Council - which 

was  established on recommendation ,f the regional symposium -  has decided last 

r.enth  to establish  "Action Groups"   in several sectors of industry.     UNITO»s 

participation has > een invite!  in  the   first  two  groups  to  be  established  in  1967, 

namely   for iron and  steel and ch^lcal  pillp  Industry.     miro nay aise cooperate 

with  the ¡-;CA in th,   cB ablano-   -,f ,  pilot  regional centre  for small  industries 

r«»r  Uie Western sur.region.     Likewise w,   )¡ave beer, asked to .-.-operate and take 

rart   L>. a ,:t.eti,,r on development of j^trcehonácal axA  fertili/^  industries  to 

iVLlow up the  recorra „dations of the  Kuwait  dc-nierence on  Industrial  Development 

- i'  " Do   -\r;:l   cou.tries. 
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11.     At   t.h,   natine.   d   the „dr j r.latrativ-   iv-runii+ e.i  on ''o-ordinatior, hdd 

earlier this month  the repr<c;entatives   jf n< r*; of the speciali?M  agencies 

felt   that   there wan -i he«M  to estât.li ni forimi  co-ordination machinery   In the 

field  ..i   industry.     I-. tht   light  of the imp. rtant   renponsitillti-s   viw>»d  on the 

hard  t,y  thp deneral AsH^mUy which decided that the Organization  "shall play the 

central role  in and he restons it le for reviewing and  promoting the co-ordination 

of the United Nations gyntern  in th+ field of industrial development",   it would 

appear appropriate for the Board tc lay down the basic principles  for action in 

thic area.     We shall endeavour to carry out the practical measures within the 

guidelines provided by the Foard   in seeking to strengthen co-operation with all 

the organs and units uf the United Nations family of organizations,   as well as 

a conci rted approach through harmonization of activities in the field of industry, 

under the policy directives and  basic guidelines emanating from the Ecard. 

L>.     In this connexion it  is clear that UNIDO with  its very limited resources 

cannot tackle all the problems of industrialization at once.    We must make use 

of the experience and existing resources of other United Nations organizations. 

Without in any way shrinking from responsibility for the broad mandate of UNIDO 

In the field of Industry,   it is necessary to undertake practical arrangements 

at an inter-secretariat level for collaboration in specific fields of work on 

the basis of a flexible approach subject tc adjustments as may be required by 

subsequent experience and development. 

Multl-dlaenalonal approach 

1^.    The activities and programa* of work of «UDO are reflected in several items 

of the provisional agenda.    A good part of the current work is geared to the 

preparation of  ,he International Symposium on Industrial Development.    Nevertheless 

the organization's activities as a whole are primarily centred on the practical 

operational assistance to the developing countries.    Since direct operational 

assistance  is of a tangible nature it must be closely tied to the application of 

know-how in specific areas of werk. Thus the programme of work as prerented to 

the Board has been classified along the major branches or aspects of 

industrialization which comprise the very large variety of different activities 

that make up the total picture of industrialization.     Effective operational 

A.. 
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activities dopend to a large extent en the ability of the secretariat to  build 

up a strong technical capability and a thorough  understanding of the problems 

and alternative approaches  in  -ach of the particular branches and  aspects  of 

industry.     In their practical application,   of course,   such technical  know-how 

and  understanding of the individual aspects cf the process have to be harmonized 

in a total approach to the  problem at hand.     Quite frequently an industrial 

project - whether it be the establishment of a particular industrial plant or the 

development of a whole sector of industry -  involves problems which require an 

inter-disciplinary approach in terms of the various aspects of industry.     For 

instance,  the feasibility  study for a particular industry Is in many cases the 

result of individual studios concerning such different matters as the capacity 

of the market, the availability of raw materials and other physical resources, 

the conditions of labour and manpower, the capital requirements,  etc.    In the 

further stages of the project involving engineering studies and the promotion of 

financing,  it m^ be necessary to apply different technical criteria to the 

selection of the most appropriate production processes and equipment,  the choice 

of location,  the training of the necessary technical manpower, the undertaking 

of particular research as a way of solving specific problems related to the 

utilization of existing raw materials or the solution of other problems of a 

local nature.    Thus,  one single project may involve the whole spectrum of 

activities listed in the programme of work.    The same applies to industry as 

a whole;  in both cases a multi-sided approach becomes an essential requirement. 

It is the ability to provide such a multi-dimensional approach in dealing with 

the problems of industrialization that will determine the success or failure of 

UNIDO in implementing the broad mandate that  it received from the General Assembly. 

Building up of UKIDO's technical capability 

lh. One of the first challenges that the new organization must meet is the need 

to equip itself for such many-sided requirements. As is well known the staff 

dcaline with industrial development has been so far a relatively small sector 

of the United Nations. In contrast, the number of industrial specializations 

i.; very large and almost infinitely varied. Wo have never assumed that UNUX) 

•i-Jc,  to    ever all of them.     Hut if the   organization is to be effective and 
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operational,  it must be able to cover with its technical staff a certain number 

cf basic fields or aspects of industry, after taking due account of the experience 

and activities of other Uni ¡red Nations organizations under a harmonized framework 

of industrial development activities. 

15.    Target estimates of the minimum viable size required to cover the variety of 

specializations were established but we are still far from having reached such 

minimum.    In the circumstances resources have to be concentrated to meet the 

most pressing needs.    Vtoile all priority is being given to direct assistance 

activities,  it would be unrealistic to expect that these can be developed in a 

vacuum.    The very concept of operational activities must be understood in a wider 

context which includes the ability to mobilize resources, promote co-operation 

towards specific goals, provide baekstopplng and technical information; it also 

includes cot.tinuir.« study and evaluation of existing experience with a view to 

its practical application.    The understanding of the requirements of 

industrialization derived from analytical research of specific problems 

is likely to be of no less value to the developing countries than technical 

advice given on a piecemeal basis;    it is at any rate indispensable for the 

development and implementation of sound programmes of direct assistance.    Indeed, 

UOTDO cannot expect to be fully operational without developing first a broad 

range of technical capabilities and without becoming a storehouse of practical 

information and a centre of contacts to cope with problems related to industry 

building and tranafer of technology.    Furthermore, the current programme of 

work - covering aa it does a large number of different types of activities - 

reveals the existence of a number of areas that need to be developed more.    Thus, 

for example, work on such matters as promotion of industrial finance, development 

of industrial information and liaison,  patents and licences, etc., must be 

taken in hand and expanded as soon as possible. 

If,    It is, of course, the Board«s responsibility to set the basic policies and 

approaches to our work.    The Secretariat is at the disposal of the Board to 

carry out the work in accordance with the Boards guidelines and instructions. 

During the current transitional period, the expanded framework resulting from 

the creation of UNIDO, on the one hand, and the designation of a new headquarters 

location for the organization, on the other hand, have both contributed to the 

/. 
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m-ed   Cor rail tai;.if!,-  ft   fl e?; ill-     ipnn. >'i .     H>.wvv.-r -at   this  r.tafe   it   ir,  f.jjally 

important  net  *u   lo.,.-   i r< >rr¡  sif-ht  ti »   i .if. i •   :ioid   d    n nwthen  the  technical 

capability (f the  sociétariat   ,>f líHIlX .     TI.us,   it  sheulcj  be poasjt Le  to , « et  th.- 

need  for ¡-aintaininr ai .«i   improvi ¡,, • ti-  lucfssary  servier, during this  transitional 

period,   viten the orfani/.ut ici, is fraduullv   taking or- ile basic taaks,   and a„ the 

sane tine creating a strong machinery on which  1 he Beard may confidently .-all 

for implementation of  ito  policies aid  pn <çr anurie c,. 

Industrial international ism 

17.     In building up its technical capability  iJNIDC also enhances  its ability to 

serve as a bridge between  ohe developing countries and the industrially advanced 

countries  in search of a true partnership between the manpower,  market potential 

and physical resources of the first,  and the  capital and technological expertise 

of the latter.     In the  industrial world there is  now considerable concern about 

the concentration or polarization of technology which accompanied the va;;t 

expansion of technology a.-.d the rapidly increasing industrial production during 

recent years.    The role of international co-operation in promoting   ;he technological 

advancement of the less developed countries may have an important  bearing on the 

total picture of the accesi, to technology and J,i,    application of rev developments 

to industry.    Similarly,   the world-wide interests of the large international 

corporations are increasingly becoming a factor in the shift of industrial 

responsibilities  from operations in a single  country to a broader interralonal 

scale.    Because of the extent of their markets and the size of their operations 

they are in a particularly privileged position to contribute to the over-all 

development effort in the fields of industrial technology and production.    Recent 

examples of the far-reaching action of international industrial corporations 

represent a new pattern of international co-operation.    The meshing of  the 

operations of the present-day international corporations is crating a phenomenon 

of internationalism and  of practical de  facto international co-operation which 

have no parallel in any other branch of human endeavour.    The sane applies to 

publicly establlehed organizations and programmes whose operations relate 

mainly to the development of industry on an international level. 

/... 
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IM.    ".„.a rhen.ie*n..n  h*,  itr.  ^xmUnyut   in  the «.ftv.rt« ..f  i }*   u^-l-pin*-. ,,um.rleo 

t<- er.lnr«..  thMir market..  w;  explore  the   ,lvWtw,  • f  .,:,iïlt   lft)u„,rll(,   t|n^rtMkin4îiS 

of  a r^ion-û  or sut -regnai   nntur,».     In-r, „«tr*   ,ttl(-t|on   .H,   hnV„ ,.r  tt. v,tld  fo 

the aUU-natici  wt   re*:ir,.in'   if-vr^cn  In ii^u.tvi»li,«t.i .„.    Th.    «l^t.^r    ,f 

larger markets  ire ».If ,vi<|-nt   in  r,,^.ct   ... »»». pr^iucir*   iMustrl,*   mi 

industrial tìwia BUb.jeCt  to   iww-acl-  economi«.*.    But ti««. „,,    0,ny  r + hef 

advnnt.^-.,  wh M motility of labour and  -iritnl,   Wvü   ,}i   artificio!  ol stade., 

eetablishnent  r.  joint  research v«l .i^loptem   faciliti*»,  «,.,   .M,.-!, could 

«Ipnlfi^nUy   .mtrlbute  t,    the  în^.lon of favourable conditions  for speeding up 
Industriiti Jevej rpment.. 

technical eo-Qi»rmtijo actlvltl«f 

19.   Un the part oí  the industri ailing -ountriee, there l«  also % need for 

sustained and larger effort, in developing their own industrial forcea.    Much can be 

done by the developing - untrles t newel vea n   ^e fuUer uee of their r-aourcea 

and manpower u veil Q8 thai,    otential «artet   for industrial product*.    However, 

in »nesting to »bili/» thoir n^ rnourct« the developing munirli«, frequently 

eoa* up against the absence of ^rtai.i instrue*-!.* 3 mi m^ma of m.tlfm,     >ur 

technicrl co-operation activities muat be geared   ^ miing  thic «V.   There have 

been in recent years expression;, of concern over the «,-called lack   * revests for 

assistance in the field of inaustri-d development.   The atrong increnee of our 

technical  aasistance progrese, which have ,i*oat doubled Ln value  sine«   X96** 

indicates that  the paucity of request« did mt  reflect   t laer of needs,    'mile I 

would be first to a^ree that the significant of the operational  * ti vitina cannot 

be Measured In ten» of dollars sp«nt, there la no doubt that  the ..«taUnee of an 

adequate ability to E^t the» provide« a» important »tlafclu» for the submission of 

requests    A further confirmation of the iayortnnce that, the availability of m 

adequate fraaevork Bay have in expanding the acope and effective«,** of the 

operational prograwaes has bee» provided by the  recent experience with ohe newly 

eatablished progra»e of Special Industrial service..    In th*   firat nine snnthe rf 

its existence over lf>0 requeete for aaoletanci.   havt been received fry« Oovernirenta. 

The majority of thece requests are being ¡ret und>>r the Sjecial Industrial Services 

prograaoe while a mafcer have been taken up fo- «cnslderntion under other existing 

/ • • • 
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programmes,  as   appropriate.    Considering that this experimental programme is only 

in  its very initial phase  and that operations under it began at a time of transition 

releted to the  important organizational changes which are to a large extent still 

in process and may continue for some time until UNIDO has settled in its 

headquarter,   it becomes evident that the building up of a favourable environment 

and the establishment of  appropriate instruments to deal effectively with the needs 

of  the developing countries  are likely to elicit a very active response on the 
part of the latter. 

Effective assistance baaed on sustained action 

20.    Of course, the Impact of the operational activities cannot be measured alone 

by the number of projects,  or requests, or experts or even the amount of dollars 

spent; the central question is one of effectiveness.    The creation of the Special 

Industria Services «s « flexible programme of speedy action, and free from 

cumbersome programming procedures, h^ opened the way for the potential needs to 

show up as actual requests for assistance.    Implementation of this programme is 

providing experience and a better understanding of the real nature of the needs 

In the field of industrial development.    It is becoming more and more evident that 

it   is not a matter of spoon-feeding know-how or of sporadic advice by qualified 

experts.    While the technical competence may be of prime importance in respect to 

the  intrinsic value of the assistance provided, its effective utilization in the 

developing country depends in most cases on the ability to provide aid on a 
continuing and sustained basis. 

21.    As has *een pointed out so frequently industry is an eminently practical 

iotnain; aside from general policy questions, the problems to be dealt with require 

specific fiction within a particular set of circumstances.   Thus, each project must 

be  viewed as a joint and sustained effort carried out through the various stages 

of practical Inp u.mentation until the desired results have been achieved. 

Fortunately in <ndustry It  is possible in most cases to define materially or even 

iunnt.if.ti.pli  the purposes of each project.    What is needed, however, is a large 

ieKtw of flexibility in the process of achieving the pre-defined goal, in order 

»•    Mil* IT necessary adjustment to the realities faced at various stages of 

:r.l l.'..,..nt„if.n.    In terms of existing procedures under the majority of technical 

-   ¡.M .ti-. M-.^ramres,   this may be said  to represent a need for continuous 
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programming and   reprograimirg  to adjust the means of action to the requirements of 

the project as it develops and until the desired results are achieved.    It is my 

considered view that if Governments could be served in the field of industrial 

development in a manner that assures them of sustained assistance under flexible 

programming procedures, far from having to worry about any presumed lack of 

requests we would have to be more and more concerned with the need to raise the 

capability of the organization to meet the vast needs of the developing areas in 

their industrialization drive. 

The process of industrialization 

22. Mr. President, I have been referring so far to questions affecting the 

activities of UNIDO and other united Nations organizations.   But industrialization 

is a much more complex process which cannot be viewed from an isolated vantage 

point.    Economic, social, administrative and political policies of the developing 

countries, even though not specifically concerned with the industrial sector as 

such, frequently play an important part in determining the rate of industrial 

development, its structure, the location of industry within a country and industrial 

efficiency.   Likewise, in the industrial countries, policies relating to foreign 

trade, aid, international investment and the transfer of technology, as well as 

policies affecting the over-all performance of the economy, have exerted an 

influence on the industrialization process in the developing countries. 

23. Industrialization is a many-sided process in which an integration of general 

policies with specific measures within the industrial sector is indispensable.   If 

industrial policy is to be effective, it cannot be separated from policies relating 

to the internal distribution of personal incomes, from employment policies, policies 

relating to savings and investment and measures to raise productivity not only in 

the industrial sector but in agriculture and the service sectors as well.   In this 

regard there is ground for optimism in the increased recognition by Governments 

that the planning of economic development generally cannot be divorced from the 

consideration of specific policy questions and measures pertaining to the industrial, 

agricultural and service sectors of the economy.   This awareness brought about a 

larger need for general surveys and analytical assessments of the experiences of 

industrialization as a guide to further action. 
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Over-all industrial  growth 

2*+.    Studies carried out and under preparation show that during recent years, a 

considerable number of countries have experienced an average annual rate of 

industrial growth in the neighbourhood of 7 to 9 per cent.    During the past decade, 

the industrial production of the developing countries as a whole has doubled.    Their 

production of steel has tripled and plans for further expansion are well advanced. 

Annual production of cement has r-ore than doubled:    it is now larger than the 

production of western Europe and North America before the Second World War.    Of 

great importance for  both industrial and agricultural development is the fact that 

a significant expansion is under way in the capacity to produce synthetic 

fertilizers.    Significant advances have also been made in the production of energy, 

in transportation and communication facilities and in education - all of which are 

essential   prerequisites  for an advance in the industrial sector itself.    Exports 

of manufactures of several developing countries are proving competitive in 

international markets. 

25. The over-all picture is not however very encouraging.    The relatively high 

rates of growth in industry, in jontrast with the much lower rates of growth in 

the still predominant agricultural sector,  are reflective of the very low starting 

base.   The percentage rise in itself does not show the exceedingly modest ratio 

of the volume of industrial growth in the developing countries to that achieved 

even under a lower growth rate by the developed economies.    The manufacturing sector 

of the developed countries was by far much larger than the size of the manufacturing 

sector of the developing countries (and on a per capita basis the disparity was, of 

course, even much greater).   In actual product output, for example, the annual 

increase of the developing countries was only about one seventh of the increase 

of the V/estern developed countries, and only about one fifteenth on a per capita 

basis, in spite of the impression given by the favourable ratio in growth rates. 

26. Equally indicative of the relative  smallness of the increase is the fact that 

the 7 per cent annual growth rate of manufacturing production by the developing 

countries was  insufficient to broaden the industrial base so as to satisfy the 

increased consumer demand for manufactured goods.    As a result imports of these 

products were  increased.    In general,  also,   the rate achieved was,  for most of 

the countries,  below their aspirations  as projected in their economic development 

/ 
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plans.    Furthermore,  the relatively hi~h rate oí populaticn increase in the 

developing countries  absorbed  a considerable part of  the higher production wii,h 

the result  that,  after taking it into consideration,  the rate of  inin-isf  in 

industrial  output was less than 5 per cent when expressed in per capita terms,  and 

the apparent growth differential compared with the developed market economies had 

all but vanished when population growth is taken into account. 

27. Figures compiled for the Industrial Development Survey now in preparation 

indicate that all of the combined efforts of the developing countries at building 

a manufacturing sector have resulted in their contributing,  in the first valf of 

the nineteen sixties,  an apparent maximum of less than 5 per cent of the total 

manufactured product output of the world as a whole.    And this percentage is no 

higher than it was thirty years ago, before World War II,  and also practically 

identical with the share ten years ago.   At the present rate of growth, the 

manufacturing output of the developing countries would not account for more than 

perhaps 6 or 7 per cr-nt of the combined manufacturing output of the world by I990. 

The potential of industrialization 

28. nantit at i ve projections of the potential industrial development in the less 

developed countries, whether on a global, regional or even national basis are not 

readily available.    Nevertheless, there can be little doubt that great 

potentialities exist.    The vast volume of primary commodities now being exported 

by these countries in an unprocessed or only slightly processed form offer 

important possibilities for a higher degree of processing that would add materially 

to export earnings as well as to meet the growing demands of the local market. 

Among the commodities that come readily to mind are ferrous and non-ferrous metal», 

petroleum, lumber and forestry products, natural fibres and hides and skins. 

Further prospects in this direction arise from the fact that the natural resources 

of many developing countries are now much better known than they were some twenty 

years ago, thanks Lo extensive surveys and feasibility Btudies made with the 

bilateral assistance of the industrial countries, the United Nations system of 

agencies, together with the efforts made by the developing countries themselves. 

29. Similar complementarity and mutual support apply in respect of agricultural 

production on the one hand and the production of synthetic fertilizers, farm 
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machinery  arid equipment,  pesticides,   insecticides,  fuel and other   "inputs" in the 

agricultural   sector on the other,    utili  another example is the potentially vast 

expansion of the building  and construction industry with its requirements for 

materials like cement, wood products,  ceramic products,  iron and steel and the like. 

50.    It is becoming  increasingly apparent that the creation of a broadly based 

industrial  sector,  embodying the integrated development of resource-based and 

market-oriented industries is an indispensable foundation for the sustained 

expansion of the other major sectors of the national economy.    As incomes rise 

because of the expansion of the  industrial sector,  the resulting additional demand 

will furnish a still wider base for industrial expansion.    Further,  if appropriate 

national policies  are pursued,  the expansion in incomes can generate more savings 

i'or investment in  industrial projects.    The growth of industry itself will provide 

a training ground in which the technical skills and managerial capacity needed for 

a further step forward may be developed.    In summary,  once the process of 

industriali?ation has reached a certain critical minimum level,  it may generate 

forces that will contribute to the solution of many of its own problems.    Existing 

deficiencies ox1 the  industrial  sector in mrny of the developing countries may be 

due  in part,  to the  fact that they have not reached this critical level. 

Industrialization and agricultural efficiency 

51.    The discrepancy between the 7 per cent growth of industries and the 3 per cent 

growth of  agriculture typical of the developing countries today is highly 

symptomatic.    .Sustained industrial growth which is not accompanied by agricultural 

growth,  and especially an increase in food production, may not be tenable in the 

long run.    The agricultural sectors which still account for the bulk of employment, 

and which even in terms of shares of national incomes are still considerably more 

important than the  industrial sector,  must form the main markets for the industries, 

their main  suppliers of agriculturally based materials;  they must    provide the food 

for the  industrial workers  and the swelling urban populations of the developing 

countries.    A new emphasis on agriculturally-oriented industrialization is now 

required  and  also visible in many countries    Agriculture cannot advance without  an 

•..legate  myyly of  retili,er,,   insecticides, pesticides,   tractors,   agricultural 

l,,Ll  'u,,!   ,mi J,w,1,ñ> which ,.nly  an industrial  system can provide.    Manufactured 

/... 
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consumption goods, e.g.,  clothing,  shoes,   furniture,  bicycles,  radios,   etc.,   are 

also the natural incentive goods which will induce farmers to produce more and 

convert their surpluses by monetary exchange into the goods which they need. 

The development of soundly-based agriculturally-oriented industrialization must 

become a basic concern for the immediate future,  in those countries where the 

conditions are appropriate.     Generally speaking,  though,  all viable industries 

should be developed on the basis of their contribution to increased incomes;  the 

latter can alternatively be used to import the necessary implements to increase 

farm productivity.    Likewise plans for the expansion of certain crops should be 

accompanied by adequate plans for processing industries. 

Framework for international co-operation 

52.    Ultimate success in coping with these far-reaching problems may to a large 

extent depend on whether an adequate framework for international co-operation in 

this field will emerge.    Such a framework appears to be evolving on the basis 

of the large consensus that exists now as to the strategic importance of the 

industrial sector.    One favourable factor in this direction is the successful 

maintenance of policies of full employment and economic growth in the industrial 

countries in which vast investments in the development of new industrial technology 

have played a major role.    This trend is surely not without significance for the 

less developed countries.    It not only increases the capacity of the industrial 

countries to render direct assistance to the developing countries but it should 

also encourage and facilitate shifts in the industrial structure of the advanced 

countries which will be r.< t cnly in their cvn Iccg-term interest, but in that of 

the developing countries as well.   The former are now in a better position than 

ever to concentrate increasingly on industries demanding more complex and 

sophisticated technology, leaving to the latter an expanding role in the 

production, for both domestic consumption and export, of various types of 

manufactures, including those produced by a more labour-intensive and simpler 
technology. 

/... 
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iMurlr''       '",,<    Syini.Mi.:-«    at    ..M   -L];V.   l'wrniüt    vti.o.iM.    fui-i^r.,-    te   )}.,    privile 
Bu,'"r   ir'   tl'-"   iralur.t.rifU   .   strict,,   wher-    t.),at. ner-trr  is   lini urtar t,   in   formulating 

H»r.s  r'.r   ir.t..Trmtj.;r.a:  snrp.ti.r.s   in   th<-  .U-vt |npj;i(- countries.     Finally,   it   is 

anticipated   that   thr   .ìiB.'i,as!r,ns  ut   the  Symposium will  help +.Î«.   entire  United 

riKtior.u syst fm tc  pi or.  aï. expanded and   improved prr,rr arane  of technical   and 

iinanri-,1  nsaietanee  t,:    th.-  industrial   Hector.    Naturally,   the  b< .uri will take 

up,   at   ari appropria-  timr   »In   review of  tl,..  results  of the Symposium. 

5«'-    May  I  tak«   t.his  jpportunity U   express   jur appreciation  to the Government 

of Grcec.   for   its  rtnerous offer to  host   the International Symposium on  Industrial 

Development.     We  art,   inatta,   very grateful  for the  co-operation  of the Greek 

authorities  and   for their determined efforts  in the  face tu  difficulties. 

On  its part,   the- Secretariat  is carrying   ,ut the preparatory work and making the 

necessary arrangements  tc ensure that  the Symposium will be able   to convene on 
the established dates. 

The role of UNIDO 

31.    m. President, during the debate yesterday concerning the agenda of the- 

Board, thi   future activities  of UNIDO drew considerable interest.     I have .lust 

touched on many aspects of the  large variety of problems and issues underlying 

industrlaliratiori;  perhaps a projectioi   of the future orientation of the work of 

UNIDO,  after its  resources are more  fully developed and its procedures  improved, 

will provide a clearer picture of the organization's role in seeking to implement 

the General Assembly's mandate  involving central responsibility for "encouraging 

the mobilisation of national  and international resources to assist in,  promote and 

accelerate the  industrialization of  the developing countries". 

58.    This mandate projects towards the future, amore active and effective United 

Nations role in promoting industrialization.    The concept of >romo-ion  is a crucial 

one  ir. the  field of industry.     Industrialization includes many different things. 

There is hardly a project in industry which does not involve, at one time or 

another, preliminary surveys,   the application of technological research,  the use 

of institutional  facilities,  the training of technical personnel;   its formulation 

might have involved the need to apply advanced programming and project evaluation 

/• 
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• Y  lucati   i!,   pro'(UG(o  aii'!   techniques  also cut  across  a whclr   scries of 

interdependent  disciplines.     There  is,   however,   & basic clement cf action  in each 

industrial project   - whether  it  inv. Ives  the establishment of   individual  piante 

••••v   ..ic-  developinent  of a particular  sector of industry ir   a giver,  country  -   and   that 

is what wc have  con«, to call  somewhat  arbitrarily industrial   promotion. 

5'-).    Promotion of industrial   projects  alt-;, moans   the development of every project 

iron  the  earliest  stage  -  whetn r   it he   a  specific  feasibility study or  a antral 

survey of industrial possibilities  -  through such subsequent   steps of gradual 

implementation  as  assessment  cf the r.crket and  of technical  feasibility in  relation 

to existinr resources,  etieineerinr studies,  capital  and financing requirements, 

selection of equipment  and machinery,    training    of personnel,   etc. 

'i'":.    I.vidently,   hNIDC's work, will  involve an active  proi-iotiou  role  in every 

aspect   uf industrial dev. Topinent.     In  -his sense   it is quite   possible that   the 

documentation   'nefore  U-   'v,ard do*-s rot  reflect  fully ore particular aspect which 

is  r»a:iy the  very essence  of our work,   namely the continuing and broadening of 

contacts,   In'    tsir.Mishir.t'  of practical  relations  between those seeking to 

Increase industrialization  efforts in  the developing; countries  and  those who can 

unhide the m* ans  and  facilities  for action.    Even  in respect  to    he operational 

programmes,   ii   would  te too narrow a view to consider tl.em simply as a one way flow 

of expert,s   into the deve h pin.: countries.    What vre have attempted  is  to build  into 

the operational  procrearles   a more  d.ynami<" approach.    In the  programme of Special 

Industrial Services we have  this kind of flexible and dynamic  tool which enables 

us  to promote  action in the  search cf solutions  to practical  problems of industry 

in  the developing countries.    This approach is also being applied increasingly 

in respect  tc  the other operational programmes.     It is my understanding that the 

biannual programming procedures for the  expanded  programme of technical assistance 

are in  the process of being revised, with a view to a more flexible approach which 

may result in  continuing programming.    This would be a most gratifying development 

from the point  of view of the approach needed for  industrialization and I am 

sure that as  a result, it would be possible  to make broader use of the expanded 

; roju-cjrjiie  for   industrial development projects.     Similarly,   at  the recent meeting 

. f  tl.e  Inter-arene; Consultativo Hoard,   I have proposed that  a new category of 
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üpocirü   F.iri.l  IT- j ••<•'.:,  sh".ld   I •*•  introduced   f  r   the  pur; ose  of  promotional 

activities.     Likewise-  it. ciir.ht be  approdi n< i   t.,  seek  a review of the   pro-rnrnming 

procedures for  the   rt ¡o-lar   predrawn'   of technical  assistar.ee  of the  United Nations 

ir,  industriai   dev< lopneni .     Ita procedures   shouM t    adjusted  BO US   to permit the 

•Joe of  tilia prorrtironc aü ci-tsi-money for the promotion of  field activities which 

rimy servi- as  lev. ra,;-.  for much larger undertakings.    The  board mr>y wish to 

recommend appropriate action   by the General Assembly towards this (rid. 

hi.     More flexible operational  instrumente will  indeed be an   important element 

in  the  basir pre.mL.ti.-i.al scheme of UNIDO'¿  future ¿rgramme of action.    Its role 

io  not   to substitute  for the   active   industrial forces  of the developing countries, 

but  te encourage   the huildinC  up of these  fot-ees  and   to assist th,m in making 

full use of their owr, resources and of the  help that may be or become available- 

from international sources.     The limitations of ÜUr means ir. relation to the 

vast resources  re-quircd for  industrialization,  should not discourage us from 

action on the full range of industrial problems, provided it is clearly 

understood that  in practice  the results will depend on how much leverage we 

will be able to exercise.    For  instance, we  cannot view at this  ateçe UNIDO's 

role as one of providing finance for the building of factories, but we can 

well promote - by aroropriate  action in conjunction with the interested parties, 

the international  financial  institutions and even private and other sources  - 

the actual investment in specific  industri ri undertakings.    To take another area, 

such as training,   it  is obvious that UNIDO will not be able to train all the 

manpower needed for industrialization, but it .-an help governments to define the. 

needs, promote trainine facilities and programmes and locate those places where 

specialized training may be obtained in particular cases.    Similarly in building 

up UNIDO's capability in the various fields of technology or in creating a 

competent service of industrial information we do not intend to set it up as 

the only reservoir of knowledge;  that would  obviously be impossible.    What UNIDO 

needs is  the capability of dealing intelligently with these matters in order 

to make more readily accessible to the developing countries the accumulated 

knowledge that exists  throughout the industrialized world for practical 

application in the building of their industries. 
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'¡?.  In a very seh'-nafic way, UNII.'') cou id i e viewed a:; a k.ii,<ì d contrai 

co-oneralive nool thr >urh which it is possible to tiravi on the reserves of 

experience, technical knowledge and tarn;illc resources of all participating 

countries. Thus, its future role car. be envisaged as the central point in 

a vast network of international co-operation for sound, orderly and rapili 

industrial progress. 

U3.  Such central role may need to be accompanied by a determined effort to 

engage in some form of forward planning derived from UNIDO's ultimate concern with 

the ways and means of accelerating the r >le of industrialization. We must, 

develop a methodology to assess the progress of industrial development of the 

developing countries on a global basis. Ac I mentioned earlier the share of 

the develop-*'ng countries in total manufactured ou+jut of the world remained 

about the same over the last thirty years, and at its present >':ac of growth 

is noi likely to be much higher in the next twenty-five years. Ali indicative 

plan, with projections for certain future years - perhaps parallel to the 

world agricultural indicative projections now undertaken by FAO for l'JJ'î  and 

19^5 - may provide a much needed frame of reference to steer industrializations 

efforts towards desirable objectives.  It may ,r,.erve as a guide to such important 

and difficult questions as the transfer of newly-developed technology cropping 

up at, a high accelerated rate; the building of a domestic design capability to 

adapt, technologies to the needs of developing countries; the promotion of exports 

of manufactures and semi-manufactures; tie stepping up of investments based on 

economic integration and regional co-operation, and the increasing 

multilateralization of aid. A sound perspective on these and other important 

questions is indispensable for effective action designed to enable the developing 

countries to break away from the incrtial position of having to run fast in order 

to stand still. 

hk.     To sum up, Mr. President, if the trend of the past thirty years will continue 

in the future the share of the developing countries in world industry is not 

likely to increase appreciably. The role of UNIDO is to help change this 

situation through, international and co-operative efforts. In the basic 

orientation of the future programe of UNIDO we must set our sights high. While 

moving towards the ultimate objective it will be necessary to tread on solid 

.-('••end by -i succession of practical ano well considered steps. 






